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Sunday brunch at Feast boasts a wide
assortment of flavors and fares! Start off
with a wide selection of salamis and
cheeses or begin your binge with a
healthy salad tossing in your favorite
caesar ingredients for a fantastic fresh
start! The brunch is perhaps most well
known for their seafood spread which
rivals any other in the city. Alaska crab
legs, salmon, New Zealand mussels, fresh
oysters, scallops and succulent lobster
will tantalize your tastebuds and satiate
your seafood cravings! Ethnic cuisines of
vast varieties allow you to sample your
favorites from every continent.

Cooking stations whip up made to order
dishes of local flavors you’ll want to try.
Select your Australian Angus, ribeye,
sirloin steak or pork chops and ask the
chef to throw them on the grill and cook to
your liking. A carving station with roast
beef and ham will happily satiate the
carnivores appetite! Chicken and sausage
kebabs on skewers are laid out in vast
quantity and variety. Indian curries, naan
and dal and BBQ meats are among other
vaireties to choose from. International
cuisine is also available and the made to
order Italian pasta dishes guarantee a
carb coma of the best kind! Freshly rolled
sushi and customized pizzas ensure there
is something for everyone! We are partial
to the rib eye stew in puff pastry dish! A
must try!

You’ve heard the saying “life is uncertain, eat
dessert first” and we’d echo a resounding “amen!”
While the dessert selection was not quite as
extensive as the impressive brunch spread, there
are some excellent treats to be found. The
chocolate mousse cake for the chocoholic and the
cold-stone creamery ice cream station with endless
toppings was irresistible. The chocolate fountain of
course tempts even the strongest self-willed sweet
abstainer.

One other feature that sets Feast apart as a Sunday
Buffet option for families, is their kids room
featuring entertainment for your little ones. While a
number of weekend brunch buffets in Bangkok
claim to have a kids room, nothing we’ve seen
compares to this!! The bounce house and staff in
character costumes entertained our little ones with
elaborate balloon artistry and face-painting.
Our kids thought it was a carnival!!

A special meal spread catering to the young (and
young at heart) is available specifically for the picky
palate ensuring everyone leaves with full and
satisfied bellies!….A kids lineup of all their favorite
foods – hotdogs, chicken nuggets, mini hamburger
sliders and French fries! The kids corner is within
eyesight of parents who can linger over their meal
while restless little ones run off some steam!
If dining with friends or on a date, there are other
brunches in the city that are more posh or upscale,
but we’d argue you’d be hard to find more “bang
for your buck” if you’re brunch-ing with families or
with children in tow!
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